
 
 
 

Traveling Tryouts Overview 
 

Bismarck Youth Baseball utilizes a tryout process to assign players to each of the four traveling teams (9, 
10, 11, 12). The intent of the process is to conduct an impartial, objective and accurate assessment of 
each player's baseball skills and ability. Each player is evaluated on their ability to field ground balls and 
fly balls, their pitching ability and their hitting ability.   Evaluation scores are kept confidential, and are 
only used by league officials during the team placement process. 
 
Each player will be represented by a number, not by name. PLAYERS ARE NOT ALLOWED TO WEAR ANY BYB 

TRAVELING JERSEYS OR BASEBALL CAPS, OR ANY SHIRTS OR OTHER ATTIRE THAT DISPLAYS THEIR LAST NAME ON IT.  
 

Players will start with a 10 question quiz on various baseball terms and situations. 
 
Players are then evaluated at four different stations: hitting, pitching, infield (fielding & throwing), and 
outfield (fielding and throwing). A summary of each station is below: 
 
Hitting 
The player's hitting ability is evaluated on 10 swings and 3 bunts taken in the batting cage. Players are 
evaluated on their stance, swing, ability to make contact, and how hard the player hits. Prior to the 
evaluation, the players are allowed warm up swings in the adjacent batting cage. The pitching machines 
are set at the following speeds: 

9’s - 48mph  10’s - 50mph  11’s - 52mph  12’s - 54mph 
 
Pitching 
The pitcher is positioned 45 feet away from the catcher, and will throw five to seven pitches. The player 
is evaluated on their pitching stance, wind up, mechanics, velocity and accuracy. The player is allowed 
warm up pitches prior to being evaluated.    
 
Infield 
The player is asked to field five to six ground balls and make a strong accurate throw to 1st base.  Throws 
will be made from 3rd base, shortstop and 2nd base. The player will be evaluated on how they field the 
ball, footwork, throwing mechanics, and the velocity and accuracy of their throws. 
 
Outfield 
The player will be asked to field six fly balls. After fielding each fly ball, the player will make a throw 
approximately 60-80 ft away to a “cutoff”. The player will be evaluated on how they field the pop-fly, 
footwork, throwing mechanics, velocity and accuracy on their throws. 
 
 
 
All players are required to pay attention while waiting for their turn to tryout to avoid injury and not be 
a distraction to other players.  Players are not allowed to swing bats outside of the cage.  Any player not 
following these rules will be asked to leave as they may injure another player trying out.  


